
OPEN CALL!

The website “To be continued” is working for the purpose of “How can I play with the archived 
images of others?” Therefore, we are looking for images for the following two projects. We look 
forward to your cooperation. 

■Flyers Surfing 
You have a feeling / You just couldn't go / The design is cool / Life-changing exhibitions and 
performances. We will publish the flyers stored for each reason and thought on the web, aiming to 
store leaflets indefinitely. 

□ Posting method 
Please send it by e-mail. 
① Subject: Flyers Surfing 
② Image: Please scan the front and back of the flyer [only one side is possible] and send it. 
　 *The image quality is such that characters can be read (at 150dpi or higher). 
③ Name 
④ Publication name (nickname or anonymous is also possible) 
⑤ Flyer size (○ mm × ○ mm) 
⑥ Reason for storage (if you wish to publish) 

■Michiniwa(Connect-Gardens Project)
In the Echigo-Tsumari region of Niigata prefecture, there is an old custom of filling the space 
between the house and the road with flowers in consideration of the local people to welcome the 
passers-by, and the garden is called “Michiniwa” is. 
The gardens lined up on the border between the private area of a house and a public road. This time, 
we will collect gardens scattered all over the world and arrange them on the web for a long time on 
the horizontal line. 

□ Posting method 
Please send it by e-mail. 
① Subject: Michiniwa 
② Image: Please use a horizontal and vertical photo as much as possible.
　 (Image quality is 150dpi or higher) 
③ Name 
④ Photo information: Location, date, publication name (nickname, bearer is also possible) 
　 Example: Washington / 2021.01.31 / Amelia Smith 
 * Mosaic processing may be added to areas where personal information can be identified. 

[Notes]
We assume that you acknowledge that the images and information you provide will be used only for this website. 
We will exclude those that violate copyrights and human rights, and those that are judged to be significantly violating public morals. 

Inquiries, data destination 
“To be continued” Shun Tsuzawa
info@tsuzuku.space 
https://tsuzuku.space/

English


